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INTRODUC.TION 
Short sketches bearing activities end incidents in the life of 
Charles Lynch are frequently found in books dealing with the history 
of lynch law, in genealogies of colonial Virginians, in histories of 
Lynchburg, Virginia, or in scattered contributions to magazines. 
Each of these sources contains fundamenta11y the same inforrr.ation, 
(i.e., a list or his political offices, reputation as a zealous 
pat.riot, and his association with the tern: lynch law), although there 
is some variation to be found. The purpose of this paper, therefore, 
has teen to bring together all the tniscel1aneous bits of inforrra.tion 
pertaining to Charles Lynch which are already known, and where possible, 
to add sorr.e new material. It is believed that the sections relating 
to Lynch's activities with the Quakers, his work in manufacturing 
saltpetre and gunpowder, and his management or the lead mines, contain 
more information than bas hitherto been published. 
Original sources have been consulted throughout in the form of 
reprints, photostats, microfilm, and in the case of the Lead ~!.ine Papers, 
the original manuscripts have been available. However, the value of 
secondary material has been immeasurable for references to Lynch and 
in explanations of various events with which he was associated. Credit 
must also go to Miss Juliet Fauntleroy of Altavista, Virginia, who, 
though not in good health, most graciously consented to an interview 
for obtaining traditions about Lynch. i.'jss Fauntleroy :ls descended 
from and resides at a place originally owned by Lynch. The old 
walnut tree upon which the Tories were hung by their thumbs is stjll 
standing, and Lynch's grave is marked by a tombstone on the rrorerty. 
Charles Lynch was a relatively obscure character duri~g the 
Revolutionary period. Few of his writings have been preserved, and as 
a result, there are gaps in his life about which little is known. 
Elsewhere fragments of information set off by thems~lves are found 
which often have little or no ~~aning. It has been necessary, there-
fore, to speculate a great deal as to the reasons which prompted 
Lynch to act as he did. In most every instance of speculation, the 
writer bas done his own rationalizing, and he n:ust assurr.e responsjrflity 
for any inaccuracies of interpretation. 
ii 
CHAPTER l 
CHARLES LYNCH'S HERITAGE 
The first Charles Lynch ran away from his horre in Ireland in 
1720 at about the age of fifteen. It is said that as the ship on 
which he sailed left the coast of Ireland, the boy jumped overboard 
in an attempt to swim back to his home but was quickly fished out of 
the water and the voyage was resumed .. l 
On reaching Virginia, Lynch was indentured to a wealthy planter, 
Christopher Clarke, to pay for his passage across the ocean. Clarke 
subsequently took a great interest in Charles Lynch and helped to 
educate him. Lynch studied law and becarre a good business imn. He 
married Sarah, the daughter of Christorher Clarke, and was the first 
2 
settler to occupy Lynchburg and its environs. 
Lynch can very properly be considered a rioneer when it. is 
remembered that only the Tidewater area of Virginia was relatively 
well populated. No well-defined line was drawn delineating the frontier, 
but it is generally conceded that the benefits of civilization extended 
1. Miss Juliet Fauntleroy, Interview, June 27, 1955, Altavista, 
Virginia. 
2. William VI. Hinshaw, Encyclocedie of American Ol:aker Genealog:y, 
pp. 289-290. 
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only about one hundred miles from the coast at the time Lynch moved 
his family to the frontier region. Eis first land grant of about 
1,000 acres was received in 1731, in Goochland County. By 1750 he 
had received some twenty grants of land which totaled 101231 ocres. 3 
Lynch was relatively prominent in his county, his name frequently 
being associated with that of Nicholas ~leriwether and Peter ,Tefferson 1 
father of Thoims Jefferson.4 He operated a ferry from his plantation 
in Goochland County across the Northana River; 5 he acted as a trustee 
with Joshua Fry, William Randolrh, and Peter Jefferson for money 
granted by the General Assembly to clear the Fluvanna River of rocks 
and make it more 
. 6 
navigable; he was comr:issioned a Captain in the 
Militia in July, 1745;7 he served a term in the House of Burgesses 
from 1748 to 1749 and was appointed to the Comrrittee for Courts and 
Justice;8 he was appointed sheriff for Albemarle County in 17499 and 
was appointed one of the justices of the peace for Albemrle in 
3. Index to Patents, 1623-1774, Part 1 (Virginia State Library). 
4. The Virginia Maeazine of History and Biography, XXXIV, 111. 
5. William W. Hening, The Statutes at Large, V, 249-250; VI, 15. 
6. Ibid., pp. 377-3?8. 
7. Lyon G. Tyler, editor, Tyler's Quarterly Historical, III, 149. 
8. John P. Kennedy, editor, Journals of the House of Burgesses 
of Virginia, 1748-1749, pp. ix, 259. 
9. Wilmer L. Hall, editor, Executive .Tournals of the Council of 
Colonial Virginia, v, 291. 
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April, 1752.10 This list of achievements, from an indentured servant 
to membership in the House of Burgesses in the space of thirty years, 
speaks well for his initiative and intelligence and would indicate 
that Lynch was a conscientjous, hardworking individual. 
11 Charles Lynch married Sarah Clarke in 1733, and moved to about 
one mile south of the present site or Lynchburg. Sarah had become a 
Quaker in Louisa County so maintained contact with her old church for 
a numter of years, holding silent worship at home with her children 
when no meeting was near enough to attend. However, her hus'tand was 
not religiously disposed and seems to have taken no part in the church 
or family worship. Sarah Lynch raised six children, three of whom 
became famous: Charles as the author of Lynch Law, ,John as the founder 
of Lynchburg, and Sarah Lynch-Terrell as the " ••• outspoken opponent 
of slavery in South River Ueeting. 1112 
As more settlers moved to the Lynchburg area, Sarah Lynch invited 
her neighbors to attend silent worship in her home. Enough interest 
was shown for this group to petition the Cedar Creek l~onthly r,~eeting, 
10. Ibid., p. 389. 
11. ~ary D. Ackerly, "Our Kin", p. 674. 
12. Hinshaw, Encyclopedia Quaker Genealogz, p. 290. 
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their immediate superiors in the Quaker Church organizatfon, for a 
public meeting place of their own to be called South River ?.'.eeting, 
because of its location on the south side of the James River. 13 Per-
mission was granted in 1754, but these Friends continued to meet in 
homes until 175?, when Sarah Lynch gave sorre land to provide a place 
for building a meeting house.14. Thus, from a simple fanily worship 
grew a substantial church which lasted well over a hundred years and 
formed the foundations of the city of Lynchburg, for the history of 
the South River Meeting from 1?54 to 1800 is the history of Lynchburg.15 
Sarah Lynch's influence on her son, Charles, must have been 
tremendous in his early years for it will be seen later that he was 
very active in Quaker affairs. As proof of the riehteousness of this 
woman, it should be noted that she was appointed an elder for the 
South River Ueeting jn June, 1759,16 a very rare privilege among the 
orthodox Quakers who only te1Stowed such honor in exceptional cases, as 
they preferred to have no hierarchy rather than appoint unworthy 
individuals to leadership. 
13. Friends' Records, Cedar Creek, Hanover County, Proceedings 
of Monthly Ueeting, 1739-1773, p. 74. 
14. Hinshaw, Encyclopedia Quaker Genealogy, p. 290. 
15. Douglas s. Brown, A History of I,ynchburg 1s Pioneer Quakers, 
PP• 49-51. 
16. Friends' Records, South River, Bedford County, Proceedings 
of A';onthl;y ~.:eating, 1757-1797, p. 8. 
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As Charles Lynch Jr. grew up, it is reasonable to assume that 
his parent's activities afforded him an oprortunity to come in contact 
with law, business, politics, oonagement of a plantation, rnilitary 
life, religion, and possibly a disregard for constituted authority, 
since the Quakers were not prone to pa:-r homage to anyone as the fr 
superior. This last-nan:ed trait offers some interesting sreculation 
which may help to show how Charles Lynch Jr. stepped so surely in 
with other American patriots of the Revolution. It is not known that 
Charles Jr. bad any formal education.17 Probably he was taught at 
home by his mother, and his father cei·ta.inly could have provid.ed his 
more technical instruction. 'l:hat few of his letters which have been 
preserved seem to indicate that he would belong to the planter aris-
tocracy of Virginia, intellectually speaking. Of course, he would not 
rate with a Jefferson, but was above the averaee rra.n. 
Little else is known about Charles Lynch Jr. in early life. The 
first tirre his name appears in print is in his father's will, dated 
October 9, 1752 and proved on 1iay 10, 175.3, in which Charles .Tr. is 
designated one of his father's executora.18 Born in 17.36, Charles Jr. 
was only seventeen at the tirr.e of his father's death. According to 
the terms of the will, Charles Jr. was to receive a good tract of land 
on the Staunton River, five slaves, and to divide the cattle and hogs 
17. Miss Juliet Fauntleroy, Interview, June 27, 1955. 
18. Va. Nag. Hist. and Biog., XXVI, 317. 
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at Staunton with his brother, John, in 1757 when the former reached 
bis majority.19 
This, then, is the heritage or Charles Lynch,Jr., with whom this 
paper is primarily concerned. The cultural background of his parents 
provided him with good intellectual potent1al and his physical needs 
and start in life were arrply provided for in his father's will. 
19. John V. Horner, editor, The Sae e of a C it:r, Lynch burg, 
Yirginia, p. 23. 
CHAPTER 2 
LIFE AUONG 'THE QUAKERS, 1754-1?67 
There is no doubt that Sarah Lynch governed the thinking and 
activities of her children altogether for several years after the 
early death of her husband. Certainly, they acquired her interest 
in religion and the Quaker Church, and Charles was no exception. 20 
Even though the South River congregation had been authorized to hold 
its own public meetings, there were sorr:e proceedings which had to be 
approved by the Cedar Creek Church until South River was granted an 
independent status. Accordingly, Charles Lynch and Anne Terrell 
published their intention of marriage the first ti~e at Cedar Creek 
1.!onthly l~eeting on December l.4, 1754. Likewise, 1n good Quaker 
tradition, a committee was appointfd 11 ••• to Enquire into the s 1d 
Lynches Clearness and nake a report to ••• 11 the next f.'.onthly l.'.eeting. 21 
The committee reported the following month that Charles was "clear 
in relation to nnrriage" and the marriage was approved. Charles and 
Anne Terrell were married on January 12, 1755 according to the pres-
cribed form as reported by the committee appointed to attend their 
22 
wedding. 
20. Hereafter, unless otherwise df'signated, Charles Lynch will 
be taken to mean Charles Lynch, Jr. 
21. Cedar Creek J.~onthly ~leet:tne, p. 77. 
22. Ibid., pp. 77-78, 79, 84. 
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Attendance at the Cedar Creek Ueetines required some little 
traveling, tor it was usually held in Caroline County. Nevertheless, 
Charles Lynch continued to attend various meetings throughout the 
next two years as evidenced by his appointment to investigating 
committees and for permission to sue for just debts.23 TilP latter 
occasion is a good exa~ple of the independent action carried on by 
a Quaker community. In order to stay in the good graces of fellow 
Quakers a member was required to announce his intentions involving 
like rr.atters and request approval from the congregation, as a short 
look at the Quaker records will indicate. 
By Pl.arch, 1758, the South River community had begun to conduct 
its own Monthly ~eetings, and Lynch had risen in importance enough to 
be appointed to attend the Quarterly Meetine, representing South River. 24 
In addition, he was appointed to take over the job of clerk of the 
t~onthly Meeting, a duty which he performed for about six years and 
which involved writing the proceedings or each meeting in a journal 
provided for that purpose.25 
Lynch's name appears frequently ln the records throughout 1758 
in various committee assignments and as a rei:resentative to tr.e 
Quarterly Meeting. In one instance, he and several others were 
23. ~-- pp. 78, 90, 105. 
24. South River Monthly !.'.€etinr, I, J. 
2;. Ibid. 
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appointed to inquire into the failure of a previous committee to 
make a certain report about prospectj~e rr.ernbers to the Society from 
Halifax. Lynch's committee was also a failure for several months, 
but eventually nade its report in December of that year and along 
26 
·with it, satisfactory reasons for the delay of their investigation. 
Such checking and double-checking on the assignrents of Quaker 
committees was not uncornrron. Frequently there was delay in reporting. 
Always, in such cases, another group was appointed to investigate 
the failure of the first, but if satisfactory explanations were 
forthcoming, then nothine else was ever said about the failure. 27 
The purpose of this illustration is to show further the lengths to 
which the orthodox Quakers went in governing the affairs of their 
members, as it rray shed so~ light later on the reasons which caused 
Charles Lynch to break with the church. 
During the years 1758 through 176.3, Lynch was a veritable p:i.llar 
of the church comrr:unity in which he lived. Hardly a month passed 
without his name appearing in the records as a representative to the 
Quarterly b~et:ing, appointment to an investigating committee, appoint-
ment to prepare the Quarterly Meeting accounts, to attend srraller 
Quaker meetings and assist them in correct procedure, to prepare 
26. .l!lid· ,n>~ 2-5. 
27. 112.!£! • 
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testifications against other Quakers who were straying from the straight 
and narrow path, to prepare or deliver disownments to members who did 
not repent of sinful acts, to repair the meeting house and secure the 
28 title to same bylaw, or to perform miscellaneous duties of the clerk. 
This was the period of his greatest activity among the Quakers and one 
which it must be assumed that he entered into wholeheartedly or else 
he could have found ways to shun the various duties required of him. 
Several other men stand out as prominent members of this cornrr.unity, but 
in church affairs Charles Lynch played equally as important a part. 
It was not until the spring of 1?64 that the first clue appears 
that possibly Lynch was tiring of his church duties. The entry appears 
in South River records that Charles Lynch requested to be relieved from 
his duties as clerk, and one William Chandler was appointed to that 
station.29 After August, 1764 his name does not appear again to any 
assignment whatsoever. 
Possibly one of the greatest factors in Lynch's waning interest 
for the church was the affair in which his brother Chris torher was in-
volved. No specific account of the charges brought against Christorher 
Lynch by his brethren is found in the Quaker records except that, 
"Christopher Lynch being in practices contrary to the principles of 
Truth ••• " will be disowned mlless he can give the meeting satisfaction 
2S. .llUS., pp. 11-45. 
29. .Ililii., p. 40. 
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for his actions, whatever they were. This entry was recorded on 
July 21, 1764,30 and although it, my be i::ere coincidence that Charles 
Lynch took no active part in the work of the church aft.er August, it 
is probable that he sympathized with his brother or else had been 
contemplating leaving the church for some time. The business with 
Christopher Lynch ended in October, 1?641 when the two Men arpointed 
to treat with him reported that he no longer clairr.ed any right or title 
among the Quakers.31 
An interesting pursuit was begun in September, 1765 by the Quakers 
in their attempts to get back the meeting rapers and other business 
records belonging to the church which had been retained by Charles Lynch 
since he bad given up hie post as clerk. Boling Clark and VJilliam Candler 
were appointed to collect the papers and settle various other rratters 
with Lynch. For reasons unknown, they were unsuccessful in their task. 
Several other men were appointed to the committee but each month the 
record shows them all to be unsuccessful. Almost a year later, on 
August 16, 1?66, 11The Friends appointed to settle the Meeting tusiness 
with Charles Lynch report they could not get the accounts nor settle 
it any other way than it was. They are therefore discontinued till 
further direction. 1132 Here the mltter ended, and it is not yet known 
if the records in question were ever collected. 
30. Ibid., p. 44. 
31. Thid., pp. 45-46. 
32. .Th.id·, pp. 5.3-59. 
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October, 1766 brought on the final round with Lynch and the Quakers. 
The church entered a complaint against Charles Lynch for taking "solemn 
oaths" and justifying himself in the action. A committee was appointed 
to persuade him of his error and also to inform him that he would be 
testified against unless he rr.ade the rroper repentance to the congrega-
tjon. In November the committee reported that Lynch had again justified 
himself for taking oaths, so several Quakers were designated to draw up 
a paper of denial against the accusea.33 
There are two events that may have led to the raper of denial 
against Lynch for takinr, oaths. The first occurred on September 23, 1766, 
when Lynch and two others were appointed by a Bedford County Court order 
to settle with the executors of William Boyd's est~te to see that a final 
settleirent of the will was made.34 Such an order rriay have necessitated 
taking an oath before Lynch could be approved for the assignment. The 
second event, although not recorded until Deceniber, 1766, by the House 
of Burgesses, could have occurred before the Quaker car.plaint and thereby 
have been its cause. The House of Burgesses resolved "That Captain 
Charles Lynch, ••• being ordered out on err~rgent Occasions, ~nd not havin~ 
Tirne to raise the full Complement of 1len to entitle him to Captain's 
pay, ••• ought to be allowed the Pay of a Captain for his said Services."35 
33. Ibid., pp. 61-62. 
34. Bedford County Will Book, 1763-1787, p. 23. 
35. .rournals House of Burgesses, 1766-1769, p. 71. 
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Lynch's commission as a captain being authorized ry the governrnent, 
may have involved an oath of alleginnce to England. Even though neither 
or the events cited are positive illustrations of Lynch's oath taking 
at this time, both ere plausible. It need scarcely be add~d, that hod 
Lynch not been disowned for tak1ng oaths, he certainly would have been 
for participating in the above n:ilitary campaign. Enlistirent in the 
army or other warlike activities were grounds for disownment by the 
Quakers. 36 
The paper of disownment was drawn up and read to Lynch in January, 
1767, by Eoling Clarke, one of Lynch's closest friends while in the 
church. Lynch was offered a chance to redeem hirnse1r37 but apr~rently 
never did, for the final statement in the records reads, 
'ffllereas Charles Lynch having been a tr.ernber of the Soci~ty of the 
People Called Quakers & have Con~rary to our known principles 
been guilty of taking solemn oaths we do therefore testify 
against him all such practices and the acter thereof from being 
any longer a rember of our Society till it may please God to 
convince him of bis error and work repentanc~ in him by a Godly 
sorrow which is the Sincere desire of us .• ) 8 
It is difficult to say precisely why Charles Lynch broke with his 
religion after spending about. ten very active years a.rrong the Quakers 
and having been reared a Quaker by his mother. Maybe his father's 
.36. South River l1onthly r.~eeting, I, passim, pp. 5-30. 
37. ~., PP• 63-65. 
38. Friends' Records, South River, Bedford County, Virginia, 
Register, 1757-18~7, p. 16. 
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aloofness from the church had some bearing on his decisi.on. Certainly 
he was deeply concerned over the disown~ent of Chriotopher Lynch. 
It is also possible that Lynch develored some skepticism as to the 
value of Quaker passive resistance jn the face of Indian nnsaacrea 
about the countryside around 1?6o.39 He may even have turned the 
Quakers' own disregard of constituted authority against them, had it 
occurred to him that the church did a good deal of unwarranted meddling 
into the private affairs of its rrembers. Whatever his reasons, breaking 
with the church caused him to radically alter his previous living 
pattern and enter a variety of activities which he could not have done 
otherwise. 
39. Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of Ouaker Genealog1, pp. 291-292. 
CF.APTER 3 
PUBLIC ACTIVITIES 1769-1~80 
While he had still been a II'ember of the Quaker Church, Charles 
Lynch had ratented several larre tracts of land aro~nd 1760. The 
records indicate that betueen 1756 and 1761 he was issued 6353 acres 
in his own nan:e;40 some snall tracts were owned jointly with other 
members of the family. These grants plus the acreage inherited by 
Lynch from his father gave him considerable landholdings. He kept 
various kinds of farm anirrals, and aa did most other far~ers during 
the same :period, he raised mixed grains and tobacco. Slaves v1ere 
needed to develop and rmintain the land. Lynch never became averse 
to owning or working slaves, nor did he ever se 4~ them free, 4l as was 
done by his brother John son~ years later.42 
Lynch probably had neither the time, interest nor prestige to 
enter politics until he was able to consolidate his landholdings and 
get production on the plantations organized. 'lfhen he did win his first 
seat in the House of Burgesses, it was at the time that protests against 
40. Index to Fatents, 1623-1774, Part 1 (Virginia State Library). 
41. Miss Juliet Fauntleroy, Interview, June 27, 1955. 
42. Va. J!.ag. Hist. ang Biog~, XXXVI, 260. 
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England's use of her trucing power began to get louder. Charles Lynch 
and ~Tohn Talbot were elected Burgesses frorr. Bedford County in .Tanuary, 
1769.43 The session began on ~~y 8, 1769, and on that sarre day Lynch 
was appointed to serve on the Committee of Trade.''4 
During Nay a nonimportation resolution was drawn up at the home of 
Anthony Hay in Williair.sburg which prohibited the exchange or sale of 
goods with England until the truces on tea, paper and glass should te 
removea.45 Charles Lynch wasarr.ong the signers of this Association, as 
it came to be called, and which also included the signatures of some of 
Virginia's most prominent men such as Jefferson, Wnshington and 
Patrick Henry. An announcement of the forrr-at.ion of the Association 
with the resolutions it had agreed upon and a list of its signers was 
published in the Virginia Gazette to notify the public of their 
intentions.46 
Lynch was also a member or the House of Eurp;esses for the November 
session in 1769. 47 Although hie name does not appear in the .~ournal, 
it is probable that he attended some or the proceedings for he is known 
to have bought a slave at Willian:sburg in December of that year.48 
43. Rind, Virginia Gazette, February 2, 1769, p. 2. 
44. ,Tournal House of Burgesses, 1766-1769, p. 191. 
45. Julian P. Boyd, editor, The Papers of Tho1'!'8s .~errerson, I, 27-30. 
46. Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazette, Nay 25, 1769, p. 1. 
47. .Tournal House of Burgesses, 1'76&1769, p. 221. 
48. Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazelli, liay 24, 1770, p. 4. 
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For the session of Burgesses which convened on f.'ay 21, 1770, 
Lynch and John Talbot again represented Bedford County. Lynch re-
rnained slightly less than a month, however, and on June 15, 1770, he 
requested and was granted Fer~ission to be absent from that house for 
the remainder of the seasion.49 No reason for this request is given, 
but any aspect of his personal affairs that needed 11.rrediate attention 
would have warranted ap:rroval of a leave of ab11ence. In November, 
Lynch received his first appointment as justice of the pence for 
Bedford County. 50 This o.ppointreent was approved by the Coun.cil of 
Colonial Virginia and teean a series of appointmento to that office 
for many years to follow. 
The next February, Lynch is found to be carrying out the ~erl!ls or 
the Association resolutions which he had signed earlier. The men 
ai;pofoted as a autordj)a te associatfon in Bedford County convened for 
the purpose of choosing a com~ittee to enquire into the importation of 
goods from England to see whether or not the goods roontionf'd :S.n the 
Association's resolutions were being boycotted. Lynch was one cf five 
men appointed to this 1nvest1p,at1ng corr.r.ittee,51 for wh1ch hjs previous 
Quaker training must have proved invaluable. Even thourh hia part in 
49. Journal House of Burgesses, 1770-1772, pp. 3, 73. 
50. William P. Palmer, editor, Calendar of Virginia State Papers 
smd other f!SJnuscripts, I, 265. 
51. Rind, Virginia Gazette, February 21, 17711 p. 3. 
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politics was relatively a minor one for his first t\'10 years, his thinking 
and activities indicate that he approved wbolel'.etartedly o!' the rrethods 
being used to bring relief from England, and theJ place him among those 
men of his day who formed the groundwork of the Revolutjon. 
For the next .two years (17?2-1773) Lynch and John Talbot were mem-
bers of the Eouse of Eurgesses for Bedford County, but neither is shown 
by the .i ournal to have been present dur:Ing the assembly. 52 It is not 
known why either of them could not attend. Something unusual must have 
happened during this period, for absences were the order of the day, 
and at one session ove~ sixty members failed to appear.53 Lynch's only 
other recorded activity during this period was his appointment as one 
of several trustees who were to supervise the construction of slopes on 
mill dams in Bedford County to allow the passage of fish both waya.54 
As tension between England and her colonies mounted in 1774, Lynch 
appears to have taken a greater interest in public affairs, for his 
name is found more frequently in the records. He was a member of the 
flay 5, 1774 session of the House of Burgesses, and was added with others 
to serve on the Committee of Public Claims.55 This sessicn of Burgesses 
lasted only a few weeks and was d:l.ssolved by Lord Dunmore on t'.ay 26. 
52. .Tournal Bouse of Burgesses, 1770-1772, pp. 113, 11.3; 
1773-1776, P• J. 
5 3. Jl2!g. ' p. 113. 
54. Hening Statutes, VIII, 585-586. 
55. Journal House of Burgesses, 1773-1776, p. 102. 
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On hearing news of the Boston Port Bill which provided that Boston would 
be closed on June l, and tea imports be limited to only four other ports, 
eighty nine members of the dismiesed House of Burgesses met the next 
day at Raleigh Tavern in Williaresburg to rrotest against tea shipments 
and arbitrary taxation. Charles Lynch was present and sjened the pro-
test. 56 Another meetir..g waa scheduled for August 1, 1774, to elect 
delegates to a general congress at Fhiledelphia;57 Lynch and his colleague 
John Talbot again were elected to reprEsent Bedford County for this 
58 
meeting. Up to this point Lynch hod been privjleged to take r-art in 
all three of the dramatic attenpts to bring Enpland to ter~s by forming 
nonimportation associations.59 
During the rerraining months of 1774, Lynch evidently stayed close 
to his home in Bedford County. Being a justice of the peace and ouali-
f1ed according to law, he often sat, with others as a magistrate in the 
Bedford Ccunty Conrt, or filled various court assignments to settle the 
estates of deceased persons.60 
A convention of delegates for the counties and corporations of 
Virginia was convened on ?.':arch 20, 1775, at Richrnond, to study the 
56. Ibjd., p. xiv. 
57. Lyon G. Tyler, editor, 1:illiom and r:ary College Ouarterly, 
v, 98-99. 
58. Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazette, August 4, 17?4, p. 2. 
59. i'lilliarn and t~ary Quarterly, XIII, 65. 
60. Bedford County Order Book, 1774-1782, pp. 79, 81, 84. 
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resolut.ions agreed upon 'by the Continental Congress of Oc+.ober, 1774. 
Peyton Randolph was elected Pres1dent of this conYent.ion whjch was 
composed of some of the rnost outstanding tren of Vi:r::inia s11ch as Jefferson, 
Washington, Benjamin Harrison, Patrfok Hel".ry, Rotert Carter Nicholas, 
and Richard Henry Lee. The convention resolved to govern its proceed-
ings by the seme rules that were used in the House of Burgesses, and 
accepted all the resolutions handed down by the Continental Congress, 
but only acknowledged superiority of Congress to the extent that it 
would respect "··.the wisdom of their counsels •• ··" Amc,ng other things, 
the convention provided for a state ~ilitia and proposed doing away with 
a standing army and taxes for the san:e. 61 Charles Lynch and .John Talbot 
62 
represented Bedford at the above convention, and also at sutsequent 
sessions in July, 1775,63 and A'ay, 1776, the latter being held in 
Williamsburg. 64 
The committee of safety for Bedford Couty rnet on April 25, 1?75 to 
read the resolves of the convention held e.arlier at Richmond, and declared 
that every means in theil' power would be used to carry those resolutions 
into effect. The com:r,ittee then dissolved itself to await the outcome 
65 of an election to replace its memtera, scheduled for the following w.onth. 
61. Dixon and Hunter, Virginia Gazette, April 1, 1775, p. 2. 
62. The Proceedings of the Convention of Delegates for the Counties 
and Corporations in Virginia, 1775-1776, pp. 3-4. 
63. Ibid., PP• 3-4. 
64. Ibid., P• 3. 
65. Pinkney, Virginia Gazette, June 8, 1?75, p. 2. 
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A new committee of safety consisting largely of its old members 
and including Charles Lynch, was elected in f!.ay, 66 and fo:mediately 
proceeded to business. John Talbot was appointed its chajrll"8n. Before 
adjourning on ~ily 23, the comn;ittee resolved that, as gunpowder was 
greatly needed in Virginia, and all the ir:gredients required for it 
except sulphur were known to be plentiful in the state, a r:remium of 
ten pounds current money was offered to the first person to produce 
twenty five pounds of good sulphur from ll"aterials certi£ied to be in 
the state of Virginia. 67 No doubt, Lynch T:e.s the force behind this 
resolution because he was already about to be successful in the ll".B.nu-
facture of gunpowder. 
In accordance with a resolution passed by the First Continental 
Congress, local committees of safety were chosen in every county, city, 
or town, to observe the conduct of the local inhabitants with regard 
to non.importation of British goods. Tho local cotmiittee acted as a 
trial court, and if a nnjority -0f its zrombers found a person guilty of 
violating the Association, the accused ran the risk of having his name 
and facts relevant to the case published in a newspaper. 68 Virtually 
the same procedure was carried out when a FerGon ~as accused of commit-
ting political offenses, excert thot ir.iportant cases of loyalty were 
carried to the Central Cornroittee of Safety.69 
66. William and &'aty OuarterlJ, V, 253. 
67. Pinkney, Virginia Gazette, June 8, 1775, p. 2. 
68. William and i'ary Quarterli, V, 100. 
69. Issacs. Harrell, Loyalism in Virginia, pp. 66-67. 
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Charles Lynch wasted no tirne in carrying out his duty as a n:ember 
ot the local committee of safety. Less thnn a month after the new 
committee for Bedford had been elected, Lynch informed the co"Jnittee 
that in a conversation between hirmelf and one :rohn Hook, a notorious 
tory, Hook had expreaaed the viev1 that " ... there nev"'r will 'te peace 
till. •• the Americans get well floged [siC") ••• '] Lynch jnforined Hook 
that he was an unworthy rneniber of society, and also accused him of cir-
culating a numl:.er of pamphlets to the public which ?!ere arafost the 
American cause. His intention, charged Lynch, was to create divisions 
among the people. Hook did not deny these charges, Eiccording to Lynch, 
but he stated that a najority of the country, at least of Eedford County, 
was of the same opinion as he. John Hook was then ordered to appear 
before the committee to answer the charges brought aeainst him, but he 
failed to appear because his surr.mons did not express the charges in 
writing.70 
Hook received another summons shortly afterwards stating the 
charges. Instead of naking himself present before the committee, he 
answered their summons with a letter, qualifying his statement to Charles 
Lynch about Americans being flogged by saying that he rr.~ant Bostonians 
only, because of their behavior in destroyine the ten. About the 
dispersion of pampllets 1 Hook declared that l:e onJy gave them to several 
inhabitants. He had merely acquired the literature to inforrn himself 
70. Va. ~ag. Hist, apd Bioe., XXXIII, 399-400. 
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of both sides or the question. Hook also stated that he was wrong to 
suppose that a majority of Bedford thought his way. However, he had 
only stated that as an opinion, not as a certainty aa Lynch clairred. 
Hook promised to conceal his future views and g~ve the pamphlets up to 
the committee, because he wanted liberty and prosperity for America· but 
had his own opinion about the method of procuring those things. 
Finally, Hook made a statement to the committee indicating that he was 
truly sorry for what he had done. Re could not be pinned down firmly 
in his repentance, however, for in his statement he absolved himself 
or part or the blame by declaring that at first, the course followed by 
the Bostonians had been frowned upon by many persons, but had only re-
71 
cently been justified. An oath of allegiance to the state required 
72 by all Jmles over sixteen years or age was given to Hook on October 10, 
17771 which ended the matter once and for all.73 
Lynch's actions in the Hook case may seem a rit extraordinary at 
the present time, but such occasions were not uncommon durjng the 
Revolutionary period. Indeed, they were necessary if the patrSots 
expected to keep the government in their own hands. So far es Charles 
Lynch is concerned, the case affords a good exa~ple or the enthusiasm 
with which be entered on the side of the patriots. 
71.. Jbid., pp. 400-403. 
72. Haning Statutes, IX, 281-283. 
73. Va. Uag. Hist. and Biog., XXXIII, 403. 
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In Bedford County, Lynch ts name can be found frequently between 
1774 and 1780 in the court records. Twice he received appointmnts 
as a justice ot the peace; 74 he eat many times as a magistrate for 
the court; 75 and he even served as clerk of the court on one occasion. 76 
On February 24, 17'18, Lynch was recomrrended to the Governor as a proper 
person to hold the rank of colonel in the state militia, 77 which title 
he carried for the reneinder of bis life. He was also recomrtt:!nded, 
along with two other men, as a suitable person to hold the office of 
aheritt or Bedford County, 7S but did not receive the actual appointment 
until some time later. 'lbe experience Lynch acquired through hie work 
at the county court certainq must have given him e working knowledge 
of legal affairs, and probably also influenced other:s to nominate him 
as a presiding justice in the tory trials in which be subsequently be-
came involved. 
The nu.t legislative work 1n •hicb Lynch was engaged attar the 
Virginia Convention was his membership in the House or Delegates tor 
several years. The second day or the session, which lasted from October 
until Dece"'ber, 1776, Lynch was appointed to aerve on the Committee of 
74. Bedford Countx Order Boo}s, 1774-1'782, pp. 11 lll.2. 
75. ~., pp. 95, 102, 1041 1111 115, 141, 167, lSO, lSS, 192, 
236, 289. 
76. lhl.sl·' p. 289. 
77. l12Jsi., p. 141. 
78. Jl2i£•, p. 290. 
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Propositions and Grievances with others which included George Mason and 
Meriwether Smith. Other Committee work involved a bill to divide 
Fincastle into two counties and one to employ persons at the lead mines 
tor the purpose or increasing production.79 
On the lest day of the aeasion, Lynch ns one of five men appointed 
to collect all militia claims for pay end provisions in the western 
counties. Bedford, Pittsylvania, and Henry counties were assigned to 
L111ch 1s district. His duties also consisted of administering oaths and 
taking depositions for supporting the claims. A bond was required and 
accounts had to be kept for the auditor's records. The commissioners 
who rendered this aeJ;V1ce were allowed ten shillings per day tor their 
services for as long as they were employed in that business.SO 
Charles Lynch served bis last year in the House of Delegates in 
1777. During the 1/ay session he worked on one committee assignment to 
change the boundaries ~r Montgomery and Washington counties.81 '!be only 
reference to him at the November session that same year is when he was 
. . 
tined one pound and tour shillings for being absent without an excuse 
and having to be sent for by' 11tbe sergeant-at-arms, as was the custom 
when a. quorum was needed to convene. the House. ~2 
79. Journal of the House of' Delegates of Virginia, 1776, pp. 41 62,·so, ioo. 
80~ J:bjg.' pp. 107-108. 
81. ll2i9,., 1777-1780, p. 88. 
82. Jki!!• j PP• 15, ?S. 
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Charles LJUOh was a member of Virginia's most important legis-
lative bodies for. nine consecutive years, and he was an outstanding 
. . . 
person in hie own county. Although the part he played in shaping the 
future or the United States was, comparatively speaking, a small one, 
be nevertheless contributed so?Dething of. value by his very presence 
during the early years or the Revolution. His interest in politics 
declined BS the War progressed ana be turned to more practical matters 
which took enough of his tins to cause him to quit politics altogether 
tor about eight years. 
CHAPTER 4 
MANUFACTURER OF SALTPETRE AND GUNPOWDER, 17?5-177S 
As the idea ot independence gained more adherents in Virginie, 
those persons who had foresight and who realized the gravity of the 
situation involved in gaining f'reedom, began to plan tor a certain 
degree or self'-sufficiency because they knew that much or their liveli-
hood depended on 1mports from England. Independence would also be cer-
tain to call for a measure or self-defence, and consequently, gunrowder 
.and saltpetre, which had tor1J10rly been imported,. would have to be made 
in Virginie. Newspaper editors in the state appear to have been, 
almost wi~bout exception, sympathetic to the patriot cause, and as 1f 
to calm tears of their own and the public about the near future, they 
tended to exaggerage the power of the state or the success or nBnufac-
turing products such as gunpowder and saltpetre. In the early months 
ot 1775, a number of people had begun. to experiment with lllSking salt-
petre, a µincipal ingredient of gunpowder, et various places in Virginia 
with some degree, of ,success. 83 · Others ~opef'ul.ly encourage:l the produc-
tion by suggesting that Virginia might even go into the saltpetre exp0rt 
83. Purdie, V1,rg1n1a Gazette, Jereb 10, 17?5, p. l. 
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business after the present disturbance had subsided; Occasicnally, 
too, letters were published containing new formulas for the manufac-
ture or saltpetre.84 
Though Benjamin Clement is credited with being the first person 
in Virginia to .make gunpowder,85 Charles Lynch had been experimenting 
with the process even while a member or the Virginia Convention. He 
had erected a mill tor that purpose, but in June, 17'15, had only made 
snall quantities of powder.86 Surely Lynch realized that the need tor 
gunpowder was urgent, and be was not alone1 for the Convention r,assed 
an Act in July, 1775 to encourage more people to make saltpetre and 
sulphur. 'lbree shillings per pound tor saltpetre and one shilling for 
sulphur was offered for the delivery of either of these. substances to 
all)" county committee of safety before October, 1776. The su~phur and 
saltpetre would be sent from there to some mnufacturer ,of powder.87 
An interesting letter from Charles Lynch to the editor of the 
Virginia Gazette appeared in the' paper in August, 1775. · Lynch explained 
that in order to take no more credit than be deserved from a previous 
·news story about raking gunpowder, he would· like to inform the public 
84. Dixon and Hunter, Yirginia Gazette, February 18, 1'7151 p. 1. 
85. Va, fl.ag. Hist .and Bigg. 1 XXXII, 295. 
66 .. Purdie,. Virginia Gazette,. June 16, 1775, p. 2. 
87. Hen!ng Statutes, II, 72, 7). 
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that Benjamin Clement was the first person he knew vho had attempted 
t '. ' . 
the tae,k; but that Clement bad not perfected the process. He further 
'. . . ' . 
atated that be and.Clement bad ~ormed a partnership which resulted in 
the manufacture of gunpowder to such perfection that the best rif'lemen 
approved of it. '11le mill that the1 were operating could produce fifty 
pounds of powder a day, but there was considerable need for a better 
supply of saltpetre. 'Ihe latter could be easily. mde, he declared, by 
following some suggestions which were added to the end.of the letter. 
· Then he added: 
· ••• when it is considered how much we want powder, and that 
saltpetre is its principal il'lgl"edient, it 1s hoped that those 
who have the good of their country at heart will :exert them-
selves in mking it. Without it, we can have no powder, 
consequent(l no means of defence; but with it we shall soon 
have b,oth. ' .. r. 
Here can be seen Lynch's attitude toward E~land, bis incentive tor 
helping to perfect gunpowder, erd his determination to uae it for gain .. 
ing American independence, in one concise statement. 
Several months later an optimistic report was published in the 
. ; 
paper to the effect that Charles ~b he.d discovered mny rocks in 
Bedford County which were impregnated with saltpetre, and which would, 
n ••• remove every obstacle to that gentlenen•s furnishing the country 
89 
with Gunpowder ••• " The validity of that statement must ~ questioned, 
88. Purdie, Vgginia Gazette, August 11, 1775, p. l. 
89. ~., October 13_, 1775, p. 2. 
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however, for the next issue or the paper contains a request from the 
Committee· of Safety to Virginia. farmers to preserve all their tobacco 
euckers, trash, stalks, and sweepings of tobacco houses, because it 
bai been discovered that such material 1ras useful in the production 
ot saltpetre.90 Lynah himelf clarified the situation in a letter to 
Jefferson. He explained that be did not doubt in the least that salt-
. petre could be pr0cured in Virgin!S, but sickness of himself and 
tainily and a' shortage of cash bad kept him from developing some land 
. 'wbidb he had reserved by a JlElrtial payment to the owners. Works could 
~e set' up to neke great quantities of saltpetre for nb6ut £200 to 
. .;f' 300 he estimated. •. ·· Lynch had several. other pl.aces picked 'out which 
he thought might produce saltpetre and he believed that with a loan 
of £500 he could get works operating at each of them. He had. been 
offered a loan e~lier by the.committee of Safety.to make gunpowder, 
but since there was. no positive source ot saltpetre present at the time, 
he had not contacted the Committee again. 9l · 
Lynch also corresponded with the Virginia De.legat~s in Congress 
and aent them satAples of saltpetre deposits from the property be had 
reserved near the lead mines 1n what u now Wythe County. He informed 
90. Ibid.; October 20, l'n5, P• 1. 
91. BOJd, Jefferson Papers, i, 261.;.262. 
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them that he was certain o! success but would make no·promise about 
the alDOUllt be could deliver in a year. rp. 
By- December, 1775, a good deal of progress had been nade 1n ob-
taining saltpetre, for Lynch was turning out· fifty pounds or gunpowder 
a 'da7 from the aaltpetre supplied him, and several other people were 
engaged iii various searches for a more plent:ltul supply. One in 
' ' 
particular, a Colonel Carter from Stafford County, had contracted to 
buy the sweepings or tobacco houses with whi~b he eventually h0ped to 
' . , . 
produce 200,coo pounds of saltpetre yearly. It 1s not known just how 
acc1Jrate Carter•e estittation waa.93 
Some k.ind of agreement between Charles. Lynch am the government,· 
. . ' ' ' . ' . 
relative to the manufacture or gunpowder, had apparently been, reached 
,. ' 1 • ~ • 
·in JamJSry, 1776, for warrants began to issue to Lynch by cird~r· of the 
Council of State which provided him with money to 'carry on his opera-
. ' '~ .. ·' 
tion8 as early as the first week in February• After June,. 1776,-
the business evidently maintained a good .degree oi stability since 
. . ' ' 95 
no more money was loaned it by the C0uncil of State. 
LynOh formally petitioned the Virginia Convention in !1ay1 1776 
. ' ' ' ' 96 
tor aid to carr7 on his saltpetre works. On Uay 18, the Convention 
92• ·· ~., PP• 263-264. · 
93. Pinkney, Xirginia Gezette1 December 13, 17751 p.l. 
94• · Jourml Council of State1 II, ··405, 411,420, 508. 
95. Calendar Va. State Paperg, VIII, 191. 
96.t Wm. and •a Qua£terl1, XVII, 207. 
resc:>lved that the slaves then prisoners in the public jail be delivered 
to Lynch to help him carry on the work. He was advanced .t50·at the 
time and authorized to dr~w any sum up to ~ 500 in the future, 1f 
necessary, and if he gave an adequate bond. The price at which he 
could sell the powder ttenufactured was fixed at six shillings a pound. 
He was furthermore requested to deliver any slaves which he could spare 
to .the lead mines, guards tor .them to.be furnished by the state and 
counties.97 
Little else is knmm about Lynch 1 s saltpetre works during the 
renainder of 1776. The year was a busy one ror him. Not only did he 
attend the Virginia Convention in 1!.ay, the October session of the House 
of Delegates, and get the saltpetre w.orks going, but he was also 
occupied throughout that year and the next collecting militia claims 
according to the terms of' his previous aprointnent.98 
In June, 1777, while a member of the Rouse of Delegates, Lynch 
read a memorial proposed by hirrself to the House. The memorial bad 
been considered by the Committee of Propositions and Grievances, which 
Committee resolved that Lynch ought to pay hire for the slaves used 
' . . ' ' 
by h.1m st his saltpetre works from July 11 1776, the day on which they 
arrived, until the last day of November, 1778. Rates were set for the 
97. proceedings or Convention, 1775-1776, pp. l7•1S. 
98. Calendar Va. State Papers, VIII, 178, 180; · Journal Council 
ot State, I, 289; II, 508; Va. l/ag. H:lst. and Biog., X, 295-297. 
hire of each slave, and that rate was to be paid naking due allowances 
. '' 
for any slave who might.be removed earlier by the Executive. It was 
turthermore resolved by the House that all the gunpowder neda by Lynch 
' 
until December 31, 1'77S, would be taken for public use at six shillings 
. ' ' ... 
·a pound.99 A petition to •the ·House of Delegates ordinarily makes an 
outright request. A memorisl·differs slightly in that it recalls 
certain facts. If' the above memorial was the work of Charles Lynch 
alone, he deserves to be highly coi:11r.ended for his excellent foresight 
because a great deal of litigation resulted later over the use or 
slaves for public work, even when specific rates for hire were set. 
Had there; been no rates specified, it is likely that much more con-
fusion would have ensued. . 
Only one other occasion has been found assbciat1ng Lynch with the 
saltpetre works. As be was about to close bis accounts with the state 
in November, 17'78, he requested permission from the Asserobly: to pay 
off the sums advanced to him for powder manufacturing with interest 
in money. Lynch explained that incursions ·of the Ind5ans and removal 
of several slaves who had been workfrig for hi1t, prevented hlrn from 
paying err his debt in powder a.t six shillings 8 po~.100 Evidently 
the loss of a I8rt of his manpower and .time lost in restraining the 
IndiBns made the powder more valuable to him than money. 
99. Journal House or Delegates, 1777-17801 pp. 64, ?7. 
100. Ibid., p. 50. 
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:i:t is presumed' tbB.t Lynch dropped hie gunpowder interest altogether 
at the erd of 1778. He had ,already had ch~rge of the lead mines for 
a year at that time,101 end more than likely had too much work on his 
hands at one time. In addition, be had agreed to sell all the powder 
produced to the governinent only until December ;1, 1778. 
101. Journal Council o£ State, II, 42. 
CHAPTER 5 
THE LEAD Mnras ~ 1775-1790 
Lead waa discovered in Montgomery County about 1759 along the 
.New River. As the ore was thought to be rich in silver, John Robinson, 
' \ ) . ' 
Governor Fauquier, William Byrd, end John Chiswell entered into a 
partnership to develop a 1000 acre tract ,on which ~he ore was found. 
Governor Fauquier dropped out of the enterprise soon after it.was 
started, but the other thr~e partners continued to invest mone:r and 
Opel'ate ~e mining venture. By 1768, William Byrd was the only sur-
viving partner of the mines. Edmund. Pendleton and Peter Lyons, adtr.inis-
tra tors .for the Robinson estate, .refused to us.e the estate's money for 
turther development, but they allowed the property to be worked by 
otbers.102 Several times Robinson's.share of the lead min~ property 
was offered tor sale. lOJ ·However, it apparently was never sold because 
. . . ' . . 
Pendleton and Lyons negotiated with the state for the use of the mines 
during the war and iater. 
102. David J. flays, Edmund Pendleton, I, 203. 
103. Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazette, December 21, 17691 p. lJ 
April 5, 1770, p. 4; Rind, Virginia Gazette, December 28, 1769, p. 1. 
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Very little attention was paid the mines until fighting broke 
out 1n 1775, at which time the mines became of primary importance, not 
only to serve .Virginia's ·needs, but to furnish lead for the northern 
colonies where they bad resorted to r.elting down window weights in 
order t~ have metal to shoot et the Englieh.104 '!be Virginia Con-
vention wasted no time in providing legislation to meet this emergency. 
An act was.passed in July, 1775 which provided that the co~rnittee or 
safety in Fincastle Count,.1°5 would contract with the proprietors or 
the lead mines for certain quantities of lead to be delivered by 
direction of the ~ommittee. It the pr~prietors should refuse, the 
committee was to agree with them for the use of the mines, and then 
to employ the necessary workmen and iraterials et the charge of the 
state.1o6 The wording or the act implies that, regardless of which 
arrangement was made, the mines were to produce, even if force were 
required • 
. Apparentl7 no agreerr.ent was reached for the owners to operate 
the mines, because nineteen slaves.were eent out to work the project 
under its first manager, James Callaway,. who was responsible to the 
state.107 'lbe lead mines became of vast importance to Virginia when 
104. flays, Edmund ~ndleton, I, 20.3-204 •. 
105. Fincastle was later divided into Kentucky, Washington, and 
Montgomery Counties, the lead mines being located in the latter. · 
Heninr St.§tn~e§, IX, 257-271. · 
106. Haning Statutes, IX, 73. 
107.. Journal Council of State, I, ?l. 
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her Delegates in Congress informed Governor Henry that all America 
might possibly have to.depend on Virginia for a supply of lead. They 
also suggested that if 'Virginia had the ~ole supply of lead in the 
country it would make a good article of commerce for trade in addition 
to creating profits for the state or individuals.108 
The mines were producing at a reasonably rapid rate in the summer 
ot, 1776 for .supplies of lead were being sent to Philadelphia and 
North Carolina, indicating that Virginia had enough to furnish her own 
. 
needs at the moment. Provisions were tmde to hire additional hands to 
increase the output and a stockade fort was ordered to be erected to 
defend the workers there from Indian attacks.109 It is known also, 
that 15,000 pounda of the metal had been produced and delivered to the 
state by August of that year,110 and 20,000 pounds were rendy for 
delivery to the Continental Army in October.lll . 
An act was pa~eed by the October, 1776 session of the legislature 
pertaini?ig to the. mines.for the rurpose of increasing their production 
still further. Various ways were provided to dispose of the lead pro-
duced. A "reasonable.~ annual rent was offered the proprietors for use 
108. Boyd, Jefferson Papers, I, 460-461. 
109. H. R. ilcllwaine, editor, Official Letters of the Governors 
of the State of Virginia, I, 8, 15, 18, 56. 
110. Purdie, Virginia Gazette, August 16, 1776, p. 3. 
111. Official Letters of Governors, I, 53. 
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of the mines, or if they preferred to operate the works themselves, 
they could do so as long as they were able to produce 100 tons of lead 
112 . . . 
per year. Pendleton and Lyons, acting on behalf of the Robinson 
estate, agreed to accept a reasonable rent rather than operate the 
mines themselves. No specific rent was fixed at.· ·the time ceca.use 
. ' . . . . llJ 
they were " ••• strangers to the value ••• " of lead. 
In Ma~ch, 177?, Jame~ Gallaway.was offered £100 per year and all 
his expenses paid in addition, for bis services as nEnager of the lead 
rnines.114 It is not known what sum he had received earlier. Callaway 
wrote to the Council of State three months later to inform them that 
the allowance n:ade him was inadeqUs.te. He -proposed that his pay b0 
. . 1~ . 
increased to 150 plus expenses, which Council accepted. Charles 
Lynch was appointed by the G0vernor and· Council to succeed Callaway at 
the end of 1777, at the eame pay of 150 per year.116 
Lynch took over the lead mines in January, 1778. He was assisted 
for a while by a Doctor . Levingston in constructing new works and 
. . . . . . . 117 
getting familiar with his new position. To stress the irny.:-0rtance 
112. Henira Statutes, IX, 237-238. 
113. Calendal" Va. State Papers~ IV, 510. 
114 • Journal Council- of State, I, 372. 
115. ~·, _ P• 432. 
116. Ibid. 1 II, 42. 
117. Ibid., II, 74. 
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of operating the mines at their greatest capacity a special letter 
118 from Governor Henry to Lynch was prepared on the. subject. Receipts 
signed by Lynch ah.ow that during. the remainder of 177S various .iobs 
were r~rtormed by craftsn:en, the furnace was repaired, and small 
a~ounts of lead were delivered to scattered points in the state. He 
also kept accou."lta of rood purchased, the use of slaves for :;pecifio 
119 
. periods, and whiskey furnished the lead mines. It is to be re-
membered that·Lynch furnished the atate with both lead and gunpowder 
during this year;120 in November his contract to rr.anage the mines was 
renewed with a salary increase to~ 400 since the former allowance 
bad been found inadequate due to inflation.121 
Transportation of the lead ore from the mines to a foundry at 
Westham was an exceedirtgly difficult task. The ore was firat carried 
from the mines by wagon to a river, loaded into canoes to get it 
across, then carried by wagon again to the pounding mill and furnace, 
a distance of about one mile from the ore caru::. From the furnace, ore 
118. Official Letters of Governors, I, 255 .. 
119. Lead Mine Papers, 17?8. (Uanuecripts, Virginia State 
Library.) Whiskey appears to 'have been charged to the state, and was 
considered a necessary item even for soldiers in the militia. 
120. Official Letters of Governors, I, 240. 
121. Journal Council of State, II, 213. (The value of paper 
currency fell from an exchange with sterling in 1777 of one and one-half 
to one, to 1000 to one in 1781. Bening Statutes, X, 465.) 
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was carried by wagons through the Peaks of Otter to Lynch's Ferry on 
James River, •here it was 'loaded into canoes a secord ti~e and carried 
do~n th~ rfver to Westham, a total distance of ~-0re than 250 miles.122 
Jefferson SUggested using canoes to caver the entire distance by water 
but this would have necessitated opening three falls in the river to 
123 ' 
allow passage of the boats. Such a course would heve cut down 
greatly on loading and unloading and would have reduced the tirre re-
quired to cover the distance by land. 
Little is known of haprening at the lead mines for the year 1779. 
No correspondence has been preserved which 1'18S written during that time 
but it is presumed that operations were being carried out satisfactorily. 
Production for the year totaled 64,970 pounds, which appears to have 
been a bout average for Lynch .124 
During 1780, Lynch provided rather large quantities of lead tor 
posts on the western frontier, even escorting some or it with mine 
guards.125 Aleo a great deal was delivered to North Carolina about 
the time Cornwallis was beginning bis .southern campaign. 326 
122~ Thomas Jefferson, Motes on the State of Virginia, pp. 45-46. 
·123. ~., P• 46. 
124. Lead ~ine Papers• November, 17?9. 
125. · Boyd, J~ffer@on fa.para; III, 422. 
126. Lead Mine Papers, 17SO. 
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Application was nade by tbe proprietors or the mines for rents 
due them in July, 1780, but tecause of a.dispute over ownership between 
administrators of tho Robinson and Byrd estntes, it wes decided to wait 
until the title was legally nettled bef'OJ"e psying cack rents and those 
aooumulating.127 
Lynch became concerned at the close of the year over his salary. 
The Board of Trade, under which he bed been working, was discontinued 
in a rearrangement of edministrative offices. Lynch, therefore, peti-
tioned the House of Delegates, "praying relieftt for his i:est year's . 
services as manager of the lead mines.128 
Apparently, James Callaway assumed manageJ:".ent of the mines from 
January through March, 1781, for several letters are addressed to him 
as such, 129 and Charles Lynch was in North Carolina fighting the 
British with General Greene at that time. The enemy's presence just 
to the south or Virginia created a great anxiety about her defence, 
with lead ranking higher than ever in importance. Lead formerly 
allotted for delivery to North Carolina was ordered by Governor Jefferson 
1)0 . 
to be sent to Richmond instead, and David Ross, the new Commercial 
127. Official Letters of Governors, II, 139-140. 
128. Journal Uouse of Delegates, 177~-1780, p. 19. 
129. Official Lett~rs of Governors, II, 294. 
130. Ibid., PP• 289-290, 294. 
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Agent for the state, was instructed to employ as Jnany· additional 
laborers for the: lead mines as po~sible so that the work could.be 
. speeded up.J..?l. To make rna.ttere even worse, the. principal vein at the' 
lead mines failed, leaviri.g Virginia ts troops 11 ~ ••. in a state or equal . 
distress and danger. nl.32 Excellent veins of ore had previously 
disappeared suddenly and required some time and searching until they 
could be located again.l.33 So far ae Lynch was concerned, mnaging 
the lead mines was never the same, for he epent the rest of hfe.ser-
vice explaining for one reason or another why the mines nere not being 
operated at naximum efficiency. 
David Ross. wrote to Jefferson at the end of ?larch to say that be 
was gathering all the. scattered stores of. lead in the state and making 
an inquiry into the state of the mines, number of bends employed, etc. 
He also requested that Jefferson write to Lynch informing him of the 
reasons for taking a check on the status of the mines at that tirne. 
Ross wanted to hire an additional nenager with rr.ore laborers to work 
under Lynch, but he was treading lightly in this instance less he 
ass.ign ~ man who would be disagreeable to Lynch.134 Jefferson com-
plied with this request, notifying Lynch that since Ross had succeeded 
131. Boyd, Jeffers.on Papers,. V, 191"'.'192. 
1,32. rug., PP• :199, 2.32 .•. ' 
1.3.3. Jefferson, Notes on Virginia, pp. 45-46. 
134. Boyd, Jarreraon Papers, v, 264-265• 
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to the duties of the Eoard of Trade and hence, superintendence of the 
mines; it would be necessary to hire additional laborers under another 
manager be~ause it was in:perative that the mines be worked at their 
greatest c~pacity.l.35 Indeed, the.situation had become so acute that 
if the 4000 British stationed at Portsmouth decided to becorr~ active, 
Virginia would have been at their n1ercy for want of lead.136 
If Lynch was in any way offended by the suggestion of.hiring 
another manager there is no record rell'aininr, to prove it, and it appears 
that no other manager was ever hired due to the difficulty of procuring 
laborers for working in the mines. l.37 The pr1nciµil vein had not been 
found in the middle of April, but by flay was located again for David 
Ross reported prospects of an abundance of lead with 40 to 50 tons 
being ready for delivery shortly •1' 8 This estiira te was slightly opti-
mistic because Lynch's accounts only sh01'l that 57,875 pounds were made 
during the entire year of 1781.1.39 
The proprietors of the lead mines evidently settled their dispute 
over leeal title to the mines early in 1782, as David Ross wae ordered 
to collect all the accounts kept by Lynchand James Callaway du:'~.ng 
. ,·;·.-
135. ltl!!·, J• 26;. 
1.36 .• J12.!S., P• 367. 
137. O:f"ffoial Letters of Governors, II,. 512. 
1,38 •. Boyd, Jefferson Papers, V, 445, 600. 
139. ,Lead Pline Pa~rs, 1779. 
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their services as manager, so t,hat a settle?rent could be nnde agreeable 
to the directions or the Assembly.l40 Accounts from the Co?l"!j,ercial 
Agent and the mnagers were aubrn:itted to the House of Delegates in May 
of tha 1~ year .141 
A story began to circulate :in the epr:ing o.f 1782 that misrrenagement 
at the lead mines was all but rr.aking the works there useless. In an 
effort to clarify the situation and rid himself cf part of the blame, 
Lynch wrote to David Ross explaining hmr the rumor got started. He 
declared that his overaeer nt the mines, Captain Sanders, had incurred 
the ill will of the laborers working under him because he alloned only 
very tteager food provisions to be distributed et the rnines, and he 
worked them too hard. Sarrlers also raised the :i.re of people living in 
the vicinity of the mines r~causa of his abort dealings when trading 
lead for provfaions. In addition, a group of Welsh laborers, formerly 
employed at the mines but who had been throvm out of work 'because of a 
dispute with Lynch over employment, were doing everything in their 
power to spread false reports about the mines and had 11 ••• pain' d the 
E . rs "142 ;ar o ome •••• 
The Cotr.meraial Age.nt relayed .this information to the Governor along 
with other 9etails,3-43 but not in time to keep the story from reaching 
140. ~·, 1'782. 
141. Official Letters of Governors, III, 220. 
142. Lead Mine Papers, fay, 1?82. 
143. ~., June, 1782. 
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the Council of State that the works at the mines were in such an ill 
state the1 would soon become useless. Accordingl:y, Council ordered 
the Commercial Agent to inform them who was to be considered mnager 
ot the mines and whether or not he had mde a recent inventory of the 
at.ate of the works.144 'lbis prompted a reply from Lynch to the 
etteot that the operating equipment and f'url'l8ce were in a good state 
ot repair. Among items listed in the inventory, Lynch's accounts 
show that be employed thirty three slaves, two overseers, three miners, 
had seventy acres or good corn growing, but the Negroes' quarters were 
only "tolerable", and all the cattle at the mines had died from some 
type of poisoning.145 
In August, 1782, L1J3Ch sent the Commercial Agent another inventory 
pertaining to food supplies at the mines end estimates of the amount 
ot tood needed tor the next year. The slaves had never been furnished 
leas food than at the present, be declared. Also, the two men whom 
the Governor had pardoned on condition they work three years in the 
mines had never made their appearance. Lynch then requested that soiooone 
be appointed to receive his accounts so that he could finish his service 
on December 15, the date on which his contract expired.146 'lbere is no 
144. Journal Council or State, III, l.04. 
145. Lead Mine Papers, July, 1782. 
146. J!2!g. 1 August, 1782; Official Letters of Governors, III, 234. 
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doubt that he was tired or his present position and wished to be free 
from the meticulous accounts required of him by the. state. Furthermore, 
he must have foreseen the rather belittling erteot which subsequent 
investigations into his accounts would show. 
The following month Lynch's request to be relieved from duty was 
considered by the Council and his records etudied.147 Then the lead 
mine accounts which he had previously sent to the House of Delegates 
were reported out or committee where it was resolved 0 ••• 'Ihet the said 
accounts are in so complicated end confused e state,· es not to admit 
of adjustment until turther information on the subject can be obtained; 
end that they ought therefore to be referred to the next session of 
Aeaembly.nl48 Apparently, Lynch was no bookkeeper or else he had just 
tailed to spend the time required to fulfill his duties properly. 'Ihe 
latter suggestion is probably more correct, for a good many of the lead 
mine receipts which have been pres~ed were signed by Lynch's overseer, 
Captain Sanders. In addition, Lynch was seldom present at the mines 
himself, preferring to occupy his time on various military excursions 
or with county affairs. His lead mine accounts were not finally settled 
until over a year later.149 
147. Journal Council of State, III, 138. 
148. Journal House of Delegates, 1781-1785, P• 20. 
149.. Journal Council of State, III, 306. 
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Negotiations with the state were begun by the proprietors of ·the 
lead mines in December, 1782, to have the mines restored.to them. 
Governor Harrison offered to deliver up the mines and allow the owners 
to hire the slaves already ·there if they could produce 100 tons of · 
lead per year to the etate.l50 · About one week later the Council or 
State.ordered a contract to be drawn up with Jacob Rubsaman for 50 1000 
pounds of lead to be delivered during the next year. ·Rubsarmn was 
given an orrer to buy all the state's equipment at the mines and to 
hire out the public Negroes ibere.151 However, the original contract 
which was actually drawn up obligated Charles Lynch !!!2 Jacob Rubsannn 
to deliver the 501000 pounds of lead mentioned above. They gave a 
bond for ~2500 as security and agreed to accept tobacco if money 
were not available at the time they were paid for the service.152 
Thia contract was carried out, for Lynch and Rubsaman were paid for the 
15.3 lead produced in the following year. 
Success baa not been forthcoming in determining precioely h01J 
this contract came about. Several arrangements .were possible, however. 
Lynch and Rubsanan either contracted to deliver lead because the pro-· 
prietors of the mines refused to operate them if they bad to furnish 
150. Official Letters of Governors, III, 399. 
151. Journal Council of State, III, 195. 
152. Lead Mine Papers, December 20, 1782. 
153. .rournal Council of Stater III, 301. 
100 tons; they agreed to rent the mines trom the proprietorsj or they 
formed a lead mine company or their own. As events will subsequently 
show, the latter account is more probable. 
Lynch and Rubsaman bought all the state's equipment at the mines 
on January 12, 1783 and hired the slaves from the state for ~380 per 
year. For any a lave claimed . by its owner and ordered to be deliver.ed 
up by the Governor before the end or the year, allowances would be 
made.1'4 It is presumed that Rubaaman dropped out of the mining com-
pany venture after one year, for his name cannot be round after 178.3. 
Lynch worked the mines throughout the year 1784 as proved l:,y several 
certifications made by him that certain slaves were employed there.155 
From similar. evidence and a request by Lynch for rents due him for 
working the mines, it is celieved that he had charge.of the mine col!'-
pany from 1785 through 1789.156 
The public Negroes employed at .the lead mines were ordered to be 
delivered up in February, 1785 to Captain John Peyton. 157 A number or 
the Negroes were detained by Lynch, who olairned to have purchased the 
slaves from people who had a right to sell them. 'lbe Council of State 
ordered Lynch to give up the slaves and transport them ot the Point of 
Fork at his own expense because Lynch was the cause of their not having 
154. Lead l~ine Papers, January, 1783. 
155. Journal Council of State, III, 398 1 401, 404. 
156. Calendar Va .. State Paoers, IV, 372, 517; Lead Mine PaJ?E!rs, 
November 20, 17881 flovember 21 1789. 
157. Calendar Va. State Papers, IV, 11. 
l.SS been sent before, but Lynch did not heed the order and even sold 
one. or •Ute ahna he had kept to a third .par.ty.159 . Sometime later 
the Attorne7-General rendered an opinion that if the legislature 
ordered Lynch to give up the slaves and he refused, he would be liable 
tor damage;·'·tc, .the true owners and fini hineelt' in considerable dli'· 
. . 160 . . . . .. 
ticulty~ Some kind of settlement was rmde, for no more was said 
about the 1atter and. in January, 17861 Lynch ~ao offered e chance to 
161 
hire the slaves bf Council. 
During AprU, 1788 some light is shed on Lynch's claim to pal't 
of the lead mines, tor he requested the court of L~ntgomery County to 
!Delude in one snrve7 all his land adjoining and including the lead 
162 . 
mine compaey. This move he evidentl7 hoped would strengthen his 
claim to the mines later. After the Peace Treaty of 1783, Edmund 
. Pen~leton a~ Peter Lyons had pressed a claim on behalf of the Robinson 
estate against the Commonwealth tor rents due tor use or the mines. 
This request was impeded when Lynch claimed a part of' the mines and 
rents, although the justification tar Lynch's claim is unknown. That 
158. Journal Council of. State, III, 443. 
159. ~., P• 445. 
160. Calendar Va. State Paper@, IV, 42. 
161. Journal Council ot State, III, SU. .. 
. 162. lead Mine Pa"DGrs, April 41 1788. 
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Lynch did have som . right to a part of the mines i~ evidenced 'by the 
fact that Pendleton offered Lynch one-third of the rents due from the 
state if he could put up sufficient bond until a final settleiront 
Could be ..... de.163 -. b 1 1 d i th t r ll ,, ~ue case eeame very nvo ve n a years o o ow, 
but Lynch was not effected by the court's deoision, .for ho ~ied in 
1796. It was not until 1822 that a final settlement was made and tho 
court awarded the Rcbinson estate a judgement of overil0,000 against 
i64 
the lead mine company. 
Lynch sent his vouchers to the Governor 1n February, 1790 after 
he had stopped working the mines. According to his figures the state 
165 
owed him a balance or about o€112 for past services. Thus ended a 
period ot twelve years 1n which Charles Lynch was engaged in one of the 
most vital industries in Virginia. Lead was naturally precious during 
the war years, but even afterwards it clained a b:lgh priority for 
western defence. As. the facts indicate, Lynch's management of the 
~ines was not always the best and he often neglected his affairs there. 
Some interesting traits of hie character show up in the process. His 
defiance or constituted authority apJ8:lred again in the dispute over 
the public NegroesJ but one new trait can be seen 1n his determination 
to have a part of the lead mines. It seems possible that Lynch may 
16.3. Calendar Va. State Papers, lV, 510, 528-529; Lead Mine Papers, 
flay 30, 1789. 
164. }lays, Edmund Pendleton, I, 204-205. 
16;. Calendar Va. State Papers, V, 108. 
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have foreseen a long legal battle while he was getting rents from the 
mines all the time, and all that was needed to begin a dispute vras a 
little bullying. Also, it does not seem beyond the realm of possibility 
that Lynch nused" Jacob Rubsaman to go into partnership ,with hlli for 
the year 17S3. With euob a bad year at the mines in 1782, the state 
very probably would not have contracted with Lynch alone. 
L.I t:.,,·.~;\. ;.~ "/ 
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VIRGINIA 
,CHAPTER 6 
Lynch's law am Military Campaigns, 1779-1782 
Throughout the Revolutionary War toriea tried to hamper the 
patriot cause in Virginia at every opportunity. Norfolk and the 
Tidewater area had more tories than &?1Y' other part of the state. 
Second in numbers to Norfolk were the frontier tories, who roved in 
bands, :Inciting and leading the Indiana to barbarous acts of murder 
and plunder. ot all the tories in the state, these last-named had 
166 least reason to be sympathetic to England. 
Because, or their strategic importance, the lead mines became 
target num~ one tor the tories in the back-country, and rumors were 
constantl.7, .circulating that the mines were in danger of being destroyed. 
Aa early as l',776 a tort had been erected at the mines to defend the 
. 167, 
workers from attack, but as. ~e war progressed and lead supplies 
increased in importance, a guard was furnished the mines constantly, 
' J.6S 
regardless or the expense. 
166. John A. George, "Virginian Loyalists, 1775-1783", Richmond 
Col1ege Historical Papers, I,no. 2, 177-183. 
167. Official letters of Governors, I, 56. 
168. Boyd, ;re.tferson Papers, III, 325. 
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One of the earliest serious attempts by the tories to destroy 
the lead mines came in the summer of 1?79, about eighteen months after 
Charles Lynch became manager of those works. William Preston, county-
lieutenant for Montgomery, took charge of quelling an uprising by 
tories from North Carolina who bad united with those in Montgomery 
County to destroy the lead works and then join Cornwallis in the south. 
Preston gathered all the militia he had available plus the guards at 
the mines and about 150 men from Washington County. Several weeks 
were required by these co~bined forces to disperse or capture the 
insurgents, Charles Lynch participating as colDII8nder of snall detach-
ments.169 Lynch also attempted to uncover the tories 1 plans, for it 
is known that be paid il5 to one Benjamin Price for acting as a spy 
in July.170 
However, groups of tories from North Carolina continued to nake 
quick raids into Virginia. To rid the frontier of this danger, Colonel 
William Campbell, who had brought the 150 militia from Washington 
County, captured some of the tories and bung a rew.171 Campbell's 
action was undoubtedly rough, 'tut was necessary from the patriot's 
point of view because it set an example to other would-be insurgents 
and the emergency called for estringent measures such as this. A bill 
169. V9. Mag. Hist. and Biog., XXVI, 372. 
170. ~ad Mine Papers. December 201 1779. 
171. Va. A~g. Hist. and Biog., XXVI, 372. 
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was introduced in the House of Delegates during November to indemnify 
Campbell and others who had aided him in suppressing the conspiracy; 
the Senate gave its approval the following month.172 The purpose of 
the act was to exempt all who had taken part in the suppression from 
legal suits, in spite or the fact that the measures taken by them 
n ••• may not be strictly warranted by law •••• n173 
British Generals •tthews and Leslie bad come to Virginia in 
1779 using Portsmouth as their base of operations. As British forces 
. ' increased, the feeling spread among tories that England was about to 
rule again. This was not a new feeling, however, because tory activity 
always rose and fell with the proximity of British forces.174 Through-
out the first six months in 1780 rumors circulated that tories on the 
frontier were preparing their greatest attack so far on the lead mines. 
After destroying those works, they planned to meet up with British 
forces, turn loose the prisoners of war being held in central Virginia, 
. 175 
and overrun the state. 
Alert patriots were aware of the primary tory design as early as 
JI.arch, 1780, and apparently they arrested a good many or them on little 
more than suspicion, for William Preston wrote to the Governor requesting 
172. Journal House or Delegates, 1777-1780, pp. 711 90. 
173. Hening Statutes, X, 195. 
174. George, "Virginian Loyalists", pp. 200-202. 
175. Boyd, Jefferson Papers, III, 533. 
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advice on how to dispose of the tories. Jefferson replied that Preston 
should n ••• avoid any irregularity which might give them legal means 
o~ withdrawing themselves from punishment", and if necessary to send 
them to another county far safekeeping. He also sugp:ested that if the 
evidence against them wOUl.d not support a charge or treason, then they 
might be convicted of lesser charges rather than letting them off 
scot-free. 176 
The lead mines were the object of constant attention during these 
months. A guard was always provided the rr~nes, and when, as sometimes 
happened, these guards were required to escort shipments of lead, 
detachments or militia were called to take their place. Jefferson's 
previous desire to have a guard of regular soldiers stationed at the 
mines was accomplished,and in June fifty stand of arms were sent there 
to strengthen the defence. 177 
In July, the tories prepared to launch their attack. Preston 
called on the militia from Washington and Botetourt Counties, in addi-
tion to his own (Montgomery), for assistance. He was authorized by 
the Governor to extend his call to other counties if necessary •178 
Sometime late in July part of the plot was uncovered by eorne patriot 
176. ~., p. 325. 
177. JM!!., pp. 325, 448, 469. 
178. Ibid., PP• 479-481. 
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officers posing as toriesJ the remainder of the insurrection was put 
down by force. Every available patriot soldier was called into aotion, 
and Charles Lynch marched a party from Bedford County to the rnines.179 
A .good deal or the mterial which immediately follows is neces-
sarily speculative because the trials that were held, being outside 
or the law, were not recorded. Enough is known, however, to neke this 
account reasonably authentic. 
Apparently the fighting dl.ll'ing the tory attack had been scattered, 
each militia commander taking what prisoners he could and holding them 
tor future trial. It 1s also presumed that Lynch took his prisoners 
back to Bedford CountyJ the jailer at Bedford petitioned the legisla-
ture 1n December, 1780 for relief and more payment to care for the 75 
men held in his custody under suspicion or treasonable practices, since 
180 
"last summer". Although no specific date is given in the petition, 
it is not likely that such a large number or men would be held at one 
time unless they were nembers of the tory insurrection. 
In a letter to Charles Lynch dated August l, 1780, Governor 
Jefferson expressed great concern that anybody could prefer English 
rule to that or the present goverment. Be recommended seizing every 
person on whom "probable" guilt should appear, and to try any who had 
accepted commissions from the enemy, enlisted others to their cause, or 
1?9. l!?.!S•1 P• 533. 
180. Journal House of Delegates, 1777-l?SO, p. 37. 
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led tory forces, for high treason. If' they were found guilty or treason 
before the examining court, they were to be sent to Richmond for further 
trial. Jefferson then approved or Lynch's conduct, declaring, "Your 
activity on this occasion, deserves great commendation, and meets it 
from the Executive. The method of' seizing them at once which you have 
adopted is much the best." He advised Lynch, lioweve~, to see that the : 
tories got a regular trial afterwards, and to have the county-attorney 
advise him 1n the proper procedure to rollow.;181 
Lynch began to try his prisoners and collect confessions from 
182 
them. But during the process he apparently deviated from the pro-
cedure suggested by Jefferson, because he felt compelled to assure 
William Preston that he was setting prisoners free if it was certain 
that they were not guilty. others be kept for a proper trial, some for 
witnesses, and some he planned to make examples or. He further requested 
that ~eston allow him to see any letters which Preston might have if' 
18.3 
they contained criticism or his conduct. This would seem to indicate 
that Lynch might possibly be taking more freedom in bis trials than be 
was authorized to do. Furthermore, a woman whose husband was being held 
by Lynch, wrote to Preston pleading with him to intervene by taking 
charge or her husband's trial himself, for she was afraid that Lynch 
181. Boyd, Jefferson Papers, III, 523. 
182. Va. lhlg. Hist. and Biog., XXVII, 162-163. 
183. preston Papers, Draper Manuscripts, V, 57-58 .. 
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184 
would not give the prisoner justice. Lynch was undoubtedly develop-
ing a reputation among those trials for conspiracy of being harsher 
than the rest. 
Transporting prisoners from P~dford to Richmond for further trial 
would have entailed time, trouble, and expense, not to mention danger 
from snell tory bands on the way. Therefore, as tradition has it, 
Lynch conducted trials at his home just outside of what is now Altavista, 
Virginia. The accused was br6ught face-to-face with his accuser. If 
found guilty, he was hung by the thumbs and eeverel:r flogged, rather 
. l.BS 
than being sent to Richmond for another trial. The guilty party was 
then left banging ~ ••• till he cries out, 1L1bertyt•n186 It is probably 
true as Jefferson claims, that no one in Virginia was executed for 
- 187 
treason during the Revolution, including those tried by Lynch. 
But if' such were not the case 1 Lynch had nothing to fear later 1 for he 
certainly must have been a~re of the indennity given William Campbell 
in 1779. Indeed, approval or Campbell's acts by law may have been the 
very reason Lynch took it upon himself to try the tories as he saw fit. 
No doubt, Lynch's method of dealing justice to the tories was 
very effective. And there seems to be little doubt that the term 
184,. Ibid. 1 PP• 58. 
185. Miss Juliet Fauntleroy, Interview, June 27, 1955. 
186. Wm.. and l!Sry Ouar. , XIII, p. 205. 
187. Jefferson, Notes on Virginia, P• 194. 
'', 
188 . 
"lynch law" developed from these proceedings. Charles Lynch himelf, 
speaking or whippings dealt out by his overseer at the lead mines, 
189 
referred to the treatment as "Lynch's Law". Thie reference was 
made ever seven months before an act was passed to indemnify Lynch, 
and serves as positive proof that the term originated from his pro-
ceedings at the tory trials, rather than from a law passed in his favor 
as is commonly believed. 
It is claimed that Lynch, and others associated with him in sup-
pressing the conspiracy, petitioned the legislature in 1782 for relief 
190 from legal actions already taken against them. No evidence has been 
found to substantiate this statement. Furthermore, with the war over, 
tories more than likely had as much difficulty using the courts as their 
British cousins did, the latter being prohibited to sue for debt in any 
191 
state court. 
Whatever the case, Arthur Campbell and John Talbot, representatives 
to the House of Delegates from Bedford, were ordered to draw up a bill 
to indemnity certain persons for suppressing a conspiracy against the 
state. nte bill was reported out or committee, read the requisite number 
188. w. J. Van Schreeven, Interview, August 2 1 1955, Archivist, Virginia State Library. · 
189. Lead Mine Papers, ?lay 111 1782. 
190. Wm. and Wary Quar., XIII, 204. 
191. Bening Statutes 1 XI, 176. 
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192 
of times, approved by the Senate, and becaus law on December .24, 1782. 
The wording or the act is precisely.the same as was drawn up to indem-
nify William Campbell. Both refer to measures taken to suppress the 
conspiracy that were not warranted by law, and both protect the people 
193 
named therein f'rom legal suits. 
There is a rather unenviable honor attached to Lynch's name as the 
originator of the term "lynch law". In all fairness to him, however, 
there appears to have been at least a semblance of order in his proceed-
ings even though the final judgment was somewhat arbitrary. In addition, 
the term originally meant to whip rather than to execute, as it is used 
194 
today. 
Dwing January, 1781 Virginians awaited with great anxiety an im-
pending attack to the heart of the state by British forces stationed at 
Portsmouth. Militia forces were needed so badly that Jefferson requested 
the county-lieutenants to send them to him in detached parties as fast 
as they could be collected. 'lhe was also a great need for arms because 
those left in the public stock were no longer fit for use. 'Iberef0re, 
' 195 
recruits were ordered to bring their own weapons if possible~ 
192. Journal House of Delegates, 1781-1785, pp. 36, 43, 45, 471 52,79. 
193. Haning Statutes, XI, 134-135. 
194. Albert lrBtthews, The Term Lynch Law, passim., 1-15. 
195. Official Letters of Governors, II, 258, 280. 
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Although General Arnold's snall force of English troops had met 
practically no resistance, bis presence in Virginia kept reinforce-
ments from going to the American commander in North Carolina, General 
Greene, who was fighting a delaying action in the face of Cornwallis' 
troops. When Arnold retired to Portsmouth, Virginia arranged to aid 
196 
General Greene. 
General Greene pertoi;med an amazing withdrawal throughout the 
I 
state or ttorth Carolina. His deception was so perfect that Cornwallis 
was never able to trap him, or for ::t;h~t matter, to tell exactly where 
Greene's min body was located. Cornwallis increased the distance of 
his supply lines daily, and in an attempt to speed up his pursuit of 
197 
Greene, be finally destroyed all his baggage by burning it. 
About the middle of February !t seemed that Cornwallis might drop 
his attempt to corner Greene and move on up to Virginia instead. 'Ibis 
brought quick action from Jefferson. Charles Lynch, wbo happened to be 
in Richmond at the time, was ordered by Jefferson to raise as mn7 
volunteers as possible in Bedford Count7 and proceed at once to join 
Greene in North Carolina. Lynch was authorized to appoint such officers 
as he saw fit, and he subsisted his men by calling on anyone holding 
public provisions or by impressing what was needed. In either case, 
certificates had to be issued and accounts tiled with the state auditors 
196. Francie v. Greene, General Greene, p. 205. 
197. Ibid., pp. 200-204. 
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198 
to collect payment. About the first or Narch, Lynch started to 
North Carolina with the 300 men he had raised and joined other units 
199 
of Virginia troops on the way. 
When his reinforcements arrived, General Greene decided to make a 
stand at Guilford Courthouse. He formed his line (?larch 15, 1781) 
with the militia out in front and with J.ynch commanding a battalion 
ot Virginia militia on his right flank. Greene's regular troops backed 
up the militia, for the most be expected from the latter was to give 
200 
several fires and then retreat in good order. 
When Cornwallis attacked the American line 1 North Carolina ta 
militia, which was stationed on the left flank, quickly broke and ran 
in spite or threats by the regulars to fire on them if they did not stop. 
Virgin.ill' s troops proved a different story, however, and held· their 
ground "with, obstinacy" even though they were not e.s Tiell protected in 
their position as the North Carolina militia had been. Seasoned British 
veterans gradually pushed the Virginie. militia back to the courthouse, 
but their withdrawal never became disorderly. So stubborn was the 
resistance put up by Virginia's men, that bad North Carolina 1 s militia 
been equally-as courageous, Cornwallis would have been defeated on this 
198. Boyd, Jefferson P8pgrs, IV, 618; v, 7-8, 36. 
199. l!l!S.·' v. 103. 
200. Charles Cardwell, Nemoirs of the Life and Cameiigns of 
Nanthaniel Greene, pp. 185, 228-229. 
201 
occasion. 
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Greene's forces were compelled to retreat slowly before Cornwallis 
but their withdrawal moved them up a gradual slope to ever higher ground. 
Unable to overrun the American positi~n,. Cornwallis admitted failure 
and began to retire towards Wilrdng~on, several hundred miles awar. 
Detachments from General Greene's army harassed Cornwallis' rear for a 
. 202 part of that distance, although little damage was inflicted. The 
Battle or Guilford Courthouse was noi a decisive one, but it served to 
weaken the British forces and heartened the patriots for the final 
engageEent at Yorktown. 
Virginia's militia deserved to be highly comrr:ended for their 
courage shown at guilford. Since .the. effectiveness or an aricy" often 
depends on the bravery displayed by its officers, Lynch is also entitled 
to recognition. Of course, he was not the only Virginia officer present, 
but prior experience in fighting Indians and tories undoubtedly made 
him a fearless soldier. '!bat he was. shouldering some responsibility 
during the campaign is evident, for additional soldiers from Bedford 
who were read:y to join Greene about th~ tine of Cormrallis t \Vithdrawal 
were ~ ••• Dismissed br Advice or Colo. Lynch ••• with the approbation of 
the General. 11203 
201. ~t I pp. 231-234. 
202. Jh!d., pp. 235-245. 
20,3. Boyd, Jefferson Pa~rs, V, 403. 
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So tar as it is known, the Battle of Guilford Courthouse was 
the only major campaign that Lynch participated in during the Rev-
olution. He returned to Bedford County around the first week of 
April, 1781, and became occupied with the lead mines again. There 
was still danger to the mines from tories in the area, plus a food 
shortage at the works which was causing a good deal of discontent 
204 
among the laborers, all of which he managed to survive after 
returning as has been shown in the preceding chapter. 
204. Ibid., PP• 403, 438. 
CHAPTER 7 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AFFAIRS, 1781-1796 
With the termination of the war, Lynch once again assumed the role 
of planter-aristocrat, devoting more time to his private affairs and 
taking a renewed interest in county and st.ate matters. Like mny in-
habitants of Virginia, he had been called upon to supply Continental 
and state troops with proviSioniJ during the war years. The certifi-
cates issued him were certified and collected soon afterwards.205 
Lynch had been rec·ommended in 1778, along with several other 
persons, as a proper person for the office of sheriff for Bedford 
County.206 He was finally appointed to that office in October, 1781, 
the same month that Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown.207 During 
Januar1 of the following year he was commissioned e justice of the 
peace for Campbell Oounty, but the appointment did not become effective 
until February 11 1782, the date Campbell County was to be officially 
established.208 Lynch's appointment as sheriff of Bedford presumably 
expired at this time. 
205. Va. Nag, Hist. and Biog., XXXVI, 261. 
206. Bedfor.d County Order Book, 1774-1782, p. 141. 
207. Journal Council of State, II, 394. 
200. Ibid., III, 24. 
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Lynch and other justices of the peace acted as a court for the 
nomination of county justices soon after the new county was formed, 
and this same court recommended that Lynch be appointed a colonel in 
the militia.209 As he had already served for four years (1778-1781) 
as a colonel 1n Bedford County, the only reason for a second recommen-
dation, apparently, was that the county of Campbell, being new, had 
positions tor militia officers that needed to be filled, or else 
Lynch's previous commission was not valid in Campbell County. It is 
known that Lynch received the final appointment and that he served in 
the militia at least until 1787.210 
An act was passed by the legislature in 1783 which authorized a 
certain group of trustees to supervise clearjng or the Roanoke, Staunton, 
· and Dan Rivers to make them more navigable. Charles Lynch, Pat.rick 
Henry, and James Callawar were among those appoi.nted to carry out this 
work. Anyone refusing to obey the orders of a majority of the trustees, 
relative to clearing those streams, was subjectto a tine.211 
The t01fD or Lynchburg was established in 1786 from land belonging 
to John Lynch, brother of Charles, and preSUJ!lably the man who gave 
Lynchburg its nane. Charles Lynch was one of several trustees appointed 
by law to lay off the town into streets and lots, to sell the lots and 
209. Va. 11.ag. Hist. and Biog., XXXVI, 257-258. 
210. Ibid., XXIII1 380. 
211. Hening Statutes, XI, 250-252. 
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212 
aee that John Lynch was paid for them. It is also probable that 
Lynch's Ferry and Lynch's Warehouse belonged to John Lynch because he 
owned a good deal of property in the vicinity or Lynchburg, and both 
of these enterprises were located on property which was in his pos-
session. 213 Charles Lynch operated a ferry in Montgomery County at 
the lead mines after 17871 but it appears to have had no name.2l4 
Charles Lynch was elected to the state Senate in 1785, for the 
district comprising Bedford, Henry, Campbell, and Pittsylvania Counties, 
and he continued to serve in that capacity through the year 1788. 
Because the Senate seldom had more than fifteen members present at 
any one time, Lynch's name appears more frequently than it did while 
be was a member of the House or Burgesses or Delegates. 
The Senate convened October 17, 1785, but a qmrum was lacking 
and the sergeant-at-arms was ordered to take into custody all the 
members absent, which included Lynch. It was over five weeks before 
be arrived to take his seat, but his excuse for being absent was 
accepted so be was not required to pay a fine; he immediately went to 
work on a bill for forming a new county out of Bedford and Henry.215 
212. Ibid., XII, 398-399. 
213. Ibid., XI, 38; XIII, 479-480. 
2]4. ~· 1 XII, 511-512. 
215. Journal or the Senate, 1785-1'7901 PP• 4-5, 22. 
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Throughout the remainder of the 1?85 session Lynch was very 
active on miscellaneous co1rmittee assignments but was not appointed 
- to any specific committee.216 On two occasions be wan selected to 
report the Senate's approval or certain bills to the House.217 He 
voted in the affirmative on a bill to establish the free exercise or 
religion, and on a resolution to strike out that part of a bill 
which would prohibit aDy" succeeding legislature from arrending the 
bill, he voted in the negative,218 indicating that he nay have been 
somewhat sympathetic to the legal process or entail. This is pure 
conjecture, however, and cannot be stated as a certainty because no 
other details or the bill are given in the journal. 
Following true to his own tradition, Lynch was over a month late 
in taking bis seat at the autUJnn session or the Senate in 1786. This 
time he bad to answer a charge or contempt for not appearing when the 
session opened, but as usual his excuse was good enough to let him 
by_ without }:'Elying fees.219 Again he did committee work on bills per-
taining to the formation of new counties, settling boundary disputes, 
allowing payments 1n land.bounty and cash arrears or Revolutionary 
216. Ibid., PP• 41, 53, 55, 65, 77. 
217. ~., pp. 25, 97. 
218. ~., p. 61. 
219. Ibid., pp. 5, 11-12. 
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soldiers, etc.220 Two of these assignments are worthy of note. Lynch 
was ordered to acquaint the House of Delegates that the Senate had 
approved a bill to establish the town of Lynchburg on his brother's 
land.- He also served on a committee which studied a resolution for 
presenting Captain Jouett an elegant sword and pair of pistols in 
appreciation of the latter's support of the patriot cause.221 Jouett 
is famous for the warning he gave state leaders at Charlottesville 
which allowed them to escape Tarleton1s raid. 
Lynch took his seat only one day late in October, 1787. That same 
day be seconded the nomination of John Jones to act as Speaker of the 
Senate, and then served on the ballot box committee which counted votes 
tor that election.222 The reneinder of that nssembly was about normal 
so tar as the activity or Lynch was concerned. 
A special session was called by the Governor in June, 1788, but 
Lynch was not present.223 He did appear in October of that year, but 
aside trom being appointed to the Committee or Privileges and Elections,224 
bis work was of a routine nature, end this session terminated bis mem-
bership in the Senate. 
220. l!l!!!·; pp. 14, 19, 37-38, 41-42, 58, 61, 67. 
221. ~., pp. 20, 37. 
22?, ~., p. 4. 
223. Ibid., pp. 1-10. 
224. .!bid., P• 4. 
, 
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Several interesting but sketchy fragments of information relating 
to the last years of Lynch's life have been preserved, but as most or 
the details are missing it is difficult to evaluate them properly. 
One William Henderson recommended himself to the Governor in 
July, 1789 for-the office or sheriff in Campcell County, and requested 
that bis commission be sent him. However, Charles Lynch and John Ward, 
Lynch's step-father, sent an accompanying note of protest on the sub-
ject or Henderson's commission. Some months later Henderson requested 
o£ the Governor that a copy of Lynch's protest be rmde available, for 
he claimed that John Ward informed him that .the latter had never 
signed such a letter.225 Apparently L'JllCh was not afraid to speak 
his mind it he saw fit, but the evidence also suggests that if Ward 
•ere telling the truth, there must have been deceit on Lynch's part. 
Charles Lynch is also said to have been keenly interested in land 
speculation during the years following the RevolutionJ however, he 
never was able to make any financial gains .from such ventures. 226 He 
had considerable landholdings to speculate with, for in addition to 
the land mentioned in Chapter .3, be was granted ownership to 9,2ll 
acres during and after the wa.r,227 making a total of 15,564 acres. 
· Thie figure does not include the land he inherited, because no speci-
. fie acreage was given in his father's will. 
225. Calendar of Virgin:la State Papers, V, l, 38. 
226. Miss Juliet Fauntleroy, Interview, June 27, 1955. 
227. Index to Grants, 1779-1803, pt~ l, pp. 212, 214, 219, 220, 
221, (Virginia State Library}. 
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It ie not known what happened to all of Lynch's land. Probably 
a good part or it waa sold during his speculations. Since no record 
bearing Lynch's last will and testament has been found, it is assumed 
the remainder was divided among bis children. No mention is nade of 
his real property in an inventory of bis estate ll'Bde in 1797. '!he 
inventory lists only his personal property, almost all of which is 
described by the word "old" (e.g., two old slaves, five old axes, old 
22a broken fUrniture), the total value coming to about ."fl?l. '!here 
must have been a previous disposal of his property, :for it does not 
seem likely that this figure could represent Lynch's total assets. 
Lynch was buried in the graveyard at his home in what is now 
Altavista, Virginia. His tombstone bears the inscription: 
In 11.emory of 
Col. Charles Lynch 
a zealous and active patriot 
or the revolution 
Died October 29th 1796, 
Age 60 years. 
Thus ended the life or a man who participated in one of the moat 
dramatic periods or United States history. His record of achievements 
speaks well for hie energy, initiative, and intellect. fl.any facts are 
Jnisaing in the life of the real Charles Lynch, however, which would 
have added immeasurably to this account had they been preserved. His 
228. Campbell County Will Book, No. l, 1782-1800, pp. 349-351. 
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first twenty years are almost completely blank in this respect, as are 
bis last six. In between, there are spaces of several years about 
which little has been found. Nevertheless; sotte aspects of Lynch's 
character seem to be fairly obVious if the known facts are supplerrented 
with a little speculation. 
Lynch acquired a rebellious instinct early in his lire from the 
teachings of the Quaker Church. After his break with the church it 
seemed only natural for him to fall in with and support the patriot 
cause, and no doubt the trouble which was developing in the late 1760 1s 
with England caused him to take a great interest in politics. His 
political philosophy subsequently came to coincide with that or the 
leaders of the Revolution because of his close association with those 
men in the Assembly, and the tact that he could hardly have kept his 
seat in the House of Delegates had it been otherwise. The presence 
of so nany intellectual giants in Virginia at one time certainly must 
have been frustrating to a man with Lynch's energy, and rather than 
be relegated to an obscure position in the legislature for the remain-
der of the war, be chose to pursue more practical fields such as rraking 
gunpowder and managing the lead mines; both of which enterrrises neces-
sarily had to rate high 1n affairs of the state. Somehow, Lynch never 
seeired to fit in the legislature at any time, for his frequent absences 
from whole sessions or delays in taking his seat, although excused in 
the majority of cases, suggest that his main interests were elsewhere. 
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County affairs were a different thing, however, for there he could 
stand out above his fellow citizens. His long standing as a justice 
of the peace, his frequent appearances in court mattera, and his com-
mission as a colonel in the militia are testimony to that fact. 
However, the most accurate picture of the real man pror,ably cotres 
out in Lynch's business dealings. He did not ire ke a general practice 
of deceit, but neither was he averse to using it to attain his end if 
the occasion necessitated it.. 'Ibere js no concrete evidence that he 
went into partnership with Rubsaman for the benefit of tl:e latter's 
credit, although the possibility did exist. But his encroachment on 
the Robinson estate and subsequent claim to a part of the lead mines 
is hard to justify •. Apparently bis clai~ at the tr.1nPs was based on 
something akin to squatter sovereignty. LY?'!ch's selling of the public 
slave is another instance. of his ttore unscrupulous business dealings. 
In this case he bad no rights whatsoever, and seemingly tried to bluff 
his way through. 
The tory trials in which Lynch was involved will be the reason 
why most people will renember him. His conduct in this case hardly 
needs any justification, however. 'Ibis was a rr-atter of cold practi-
cality ror Lynch and other patriots. Tories had given trouble to the 
patriots throughout the war, and if the revolution was to succeed 
there lllUSt be. infringements on civil rights occasionally. Rather 
than give those men the benefits of a proper trial, Lynch instituted 
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. a new technique which, if it worked, would keep the tories suprressed 
by fear, and eave the expense and trouble of transi::orting them to 
Richmond. From all appearances, Lynch's method was not successful, 
tor the tories were active on the frontier almost until the end of 
the war. But bad he been less independent, there nay never have 
been a term to connote such proceedings. 
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